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FAMILIES IN ADDICTION
CHAPTERS 5-6

FAMILY IN CRISIS
• Everyone who is exposed to the addiction cycle will feel its effects
• Everyone can become entangled, intentionally or unintentionally
• Understanding how the family is harmfully entwined in the addiction cycle is foundational
• Not all families have an unhealthy cycle; therefore this may or may not apply; however 
everyone will benefit and probably have a level of exposure to dysfunctional patterns

DO I HAVE TO BE INVOLVED?
• Families want to detach from the recovery cycle for many reason; usually hurt, anger and 
betrayal

• Family members tend to want to avoid the focus on their own feelings, needs, etc. and tend 
to maintain the focus on the addict

• However without understanding the impact its had, many difficulties occur that will prevent 
long-term healing. 

FAMILY SYSTEM
• Understanding Homeostasis – the concept of being centered in a healthy or unhealthy way. 
• Each family has a point of regulation – can be positive or negative
• God intended family for certain design, but plan is disrupted when someone or something 
else dominates and rules the overall atmosphere, choices, roles, etc. 

SYMPTOMS OF UNHEALTHY ADDICTION CENTERED  FAMILY
• Love vs. Control
• Truth vs. Lies
• Grace vs. Shame
• People please vs. God pleasing
• Healthy Intimacy and Identity versus Faulty Role-Playing
• Real Vs. Counterfeit
•

FAMILY ROLES
•Roles of survival and compensation are used to survive
•These roles adjust and adapt to seemingly support the crisis; but they have more painful and 
long-term ramifications

• Identifying role isn’t to wear a label, but to understand how roles can sabotage authentic 
purpose and identity. 

•This is the place where family members are hurt the most and need the most area of 
healing. 

ADAPTIVE FAMILY ROLES
• BCAP
• Enabler
• Invisible One
• Good One
• Problem One
• Counselor
• See Diagram/Mobile
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HOW DOES IT END? 
• Separation of survival mentalities from the actual God-created purpose and identity is an 
essential need in the family system

• Individual recovery must be sought; not just seeking to resolve the relational structure. 
• Understanding how to intervene in the crisis will be covered next week. 
• If you feel overwhelmed, please remember that redemption is based on the fact that God 
can do for us what can’t do for ourselves. Coming to that realization is the beginning of all 
change. 
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